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 In what ways are the Macedonians excellent examples of
generosity ( 8:1-5)
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generosity ( 8:1-5)

 In both chapters 8 and 9, Paul refrains from using the
word money. Instead he speaks of sharing (8:4; 9:13),
service ( 8:4, 18; 9:1, 12-13), offering (8: 19), grace
(8:6-7) and gift (8:12, 20; 9:5). What insights do these
words give us into the nature of giving?
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 Some people teach that giving money to the Lord's work
results in your getting more money yourself. What does
Paul say about the personal benefits of giving (9:6-11)
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 Why should our giving prompt thanksgiving? (9:6-15)
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 How is your giving a demonstration of God's love?
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 Why is God's gift of Jesus Christ termed
indescribable?(9:6-15)
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 In (9:11) Paul says “you will be enriched in every way so
you can be generous in every occasion”. Name some
ways that you have been rich through Christ?
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